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Abstract 

The research field of robotics has been contributing widely and significantly to industrial applications for assembly, welding, 

painting, and transportation for a long time. As a special potential sub-group of mobile technology, climbing and walking robots 

can work in unstructured environments. It is a fusion of Tri star wheel mechanism and mars rover robot in order to facilitate the 

transportation of load over both stair and flat surface. There is lot of buildings where it is difficult to lift loads due to structural 

congestion in the building. So it is a very useful vehicle which helps to lift loads in small heights in places like industrial sector, 

libraries and construction areas etc.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We have designed a multipurpose robot which can be used in various fields. The designed structure is an 8 wheeled, DC motor 

driven vehicle. The purpose of the vehicle is to climb up and down stairs in one direction (both forward and reverse). The polarity 

of voltage source is reversed using a switch then the vehicle can move in both forward and backward directions. The gears in tri-

wheel are designed to obtain same rpm of the driving shaft to the wheel. The basic operation of the vehicle during stair climbing, 

the front wheel compressing its spring then the energy accumulated in the spring helps the first wheel is to climb. When the front 

wheel of the tri-wheel contacts a stair, it stops rotating due to friction, which causes the entire assembly to rotate about the fixed 

wheel, pulling the robot onto the stair above. Finally, the last wheel can easily get on the step making the whole structure climbing 

the stair. We are using creo parametric for modeling of the robot and Ansys workbench for analysis of the robot. 

II. SPECIFICATIONS 

 DC supply: 4 to 12V, RPM: 100 at 12V 

 Total length: 46mm 

 Brush type: Precious metal 

 Gear head diameter: 37mm 

 Gear head length: 21mm 

 Shaft diameter: 6mm 

 Shaft length: 22mm 

 Gear assembly: Spur 

III. MECHANISM USED 

 Tri-Wheel Mechanism 

The tri-wheel had 4 driving gear and 3 idle gear for transmitting the power from motor to the wheel. The wheels are fixed in the 

driving gear and the center gear is coupled with the drive motor. The idle gear does not affect the speed ratio of the wheels. All the 

wheels are rotates in same rpm. The gears are rotate with respect to their axis fixed to the frame with the help of bolt and nut. A 
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mechanical tri-wheel assembly retention mechanism, comprising is having an outer cam surface, said cam surface having a plurality 

of detents, each detent comprising an inwardly-extending recess, roller configured to ride along said outer cam surface and a spring 

biasing said cam roller into engagement with said cam surface. The mechanical tri-wheel assembly retention mechanism of claim, 

further comprising, a longitudinally slidable housing, a solenoid operable connected to said housing, a guide pin supported on said 

housing, wherein said spring-like member comprises a track, and wherein energizing of said solenoid causes sliding movement of 

said housing and sliding movement of said guide pin in said track, said movement of said guide pin in said track displacing said 

spring-like member to disengage said roller from said surface. The figure 3.2 represents model of the tri-wheel assembly. 

    
Fig. 1: Tri-Wheel Mechanism     Fig. 2: Rover Mechanism 

 Shrimp Rover Assembly 

The rover mechanism is mainly used to guide the robot and force to climb the robot in the stair. The figure 2 represents the creo 

model of front rover assembly. The front rover is flexible, which can adjust the link to guide the robot to climb the robot and rear 

rover is fixed, which can force the robot to climb in the stair. Shrimp has a one front four-bar to climb over obstacles up to two 

wheel diameter without any stability problem. Single rear wheel connected directly to the main body also driven by motor to 

increase the climbing capacity. The rover mechanism is made up of mild steel material. 

IV. DESIGN CALCULATIONS 

 Design Calculations of Tri-Wheel 

The tri-wheel is designed for the steps of 75mm height (approximately). Therefore the height of the step will be the diameter of 

the wheel (taken from existing model). 

Diameter of the wheel, D = Height of the step = 75 mm 

The center distance between the large and small gears of tri-wheel is same because of same speed requirement for all the three 

wheels. This center distance is 0.5 times of height of the step. 

Center distance of the gear, C = 0.5 x Height of the step = 0.5 x 75 = 37.5 mm 

 Design of gears 

Center distance of the gears C = 37.5 mm 

The pitch diameter of the gear is calculated by using formula 

C = (D1+D2)/2 Here, D1/D2 = N2/N1 = Z1/Z2 = i = 1.5(we required) 

D1/D2 = 1.5 (or) D1 = 1.5D2 

Therefore, Pitch diameter of the gear is calculated by using the center distance formula, 

C = (D1+D2)/2 

37.5 = (1.5D2+D2)/2 

37.5 = 2.5D2/2 

75/2.5 = D2 

D2 = 30 mm 

D1 = i x D2 mm = 1.5x30 = 45 mm 

Pitch diameter of the gears, D1 = 45mm and D2 = 30mm 

No. of teeth for each gear, Z2 = 24 teeth (assumption) 

Z1 = i x Z2 = 1.5 x 24 = 36 teeth 

The module of the gear is calculated by using the following formula, 

m = (2C) / (Z1+Z2) = (2x37.5) / (36+24) = 75/60 = 1.25 mm 

Module of the gear, m = 1.25 mm 

Then, diametrical pitch of the gear is calculated from the formula, 

p = Z1/D1 = 36/45 = 0.8 mm 

Diametrical pitch, p = 0.8 mm 
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Face width of the gear, 

bf = 0.25 x D1 = 0.25 x 45 = 11.25 mm 

 Other gear nomenclatures for large gear 

Addendum of the gear, a = 1/p = 1/0.8 = 1.25 mm 

Addendum circle diameter = (D1+2a) = (45+ (2 x 1.25)) = 47.5 mm 

Dedendum of the gear, b = 1.157/p = 1.157/0.8 = 1.45 mm 

Dedendum circle of the gear = (D1-2b) = (45- (2 x 1.45)) = 42.1 mm 

 Other gear nomenclatures small gear 

Addendum of the gear, a = 1/p = 1/0.8 = 1.25 mm 

Addendum circle diameter = (D2+2a) = (30+ (2 x 1.25)) = 32.5 mm 

Dedendum of the gear, b = 1.157/p = 1.157/0.8 = 1.45 mm 

Dedendum circle of the gear = (D2-2b) = (30- (2 x 1.45)) = 27.1 mm 

 Design Calculations of Rover 

The front wheel can move up and down on its own arm with the help of rover mechanism to climb over the obstacle. In this relation, 

symmetrical coupler curve of point M has six points of intersections with the ideal line. The extreme deviation is reached seven 

times with subsequently changing signs. 

Here, d = 70 mm 

According to previous model rover mechanism 

b = 2d = 2 x 70 = 140 mm 

c = 1.75d = 1.75 x 70 = 122.5 mm 

a = 1.9d = 1.93 x 70 = 135 mm 

V. ANALYSIS RESULT 

The yield strength for mild steel is 410N/mm². The Stress obtained is 27.065MPa at 500N. We know that 1MPa = 1N/mm². From 

the below figures 1, 2, 3 we have maximum stress is 27.065N/mm². Therefore 27.065N/mm² occurs within safe limit of 410N/mm². 

So the robot can take 30Kg of load (considering motor load capacity). 

 
Fig. 1: Stress Induced in 200N Load           Fig. 2: Stress Induced in 350N Load 

 
Fig. 3: Stress Induced in 200N Load 
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VI. ASSEMBLY OF ROBOT 

The tri-wheel frame is machined and the gears are arranged with the help of bolts and nuts and check for the free rotation without 

collision. Then the wheel is fixed with the gears of the tri-wheel by the combination of m-seal and araldite as the paste. The 

platform and the tri-wheel support is machined and welded with the bearing which is placed in the bearing housing for free rotation 

of the tri-wheel. Then the tri-wheel assembly is fixed in the drive shaft which is placed in the bearing. The drive shaft has a large 

gear to drive the tri-wheel which is mesh with a small gear. The small gear is fixed with the motor. The motor is fixed in a 

supporting plate which is welded with the platform. The motor drives tri-wheel and gives the movement to the robot. The front 

rover support is machined and fixed in the platform with the help of arc welding process. The link plates are machined and drilled 

in the drilling machine and assembled with the rover support by means of bolts and nuts. The fork is machined, drilled and then 

the motor is fixed at the end of fork then the wheel is fixed in the motor with screws. This fork is assembled with the links with 

the help of bolts and nuts. The rear rover block is machined and drilled in the drilling machine and they are fixed in the platform 

by using arc welding process. The fork is machined, drilled and then the motor is fixed at the end of fork then the wheel is fixed 

in the motor with screws. This fork is assembled with the links with the help of bolts and nuts. Then the motor wires are connected 

according to the direction of rotation what we want to rotate the robot. The 12V battery is the power supply for the three motors 

used in the project. 

VII. WORKING OF ROBOT 

The stair climbing is the combination of the shrimp rover mechanism and the tri-wheel mechanism. It is a fusion of Tri star wheel 

mechanism and mars rover robot in order to facilitate the transportation of load over both stair and flat surface. The basic operation 

of the vehicle during stair climbing, the front wheel compressing its spring then the energy accumulated in the spring helps the 

first wheel is to climb. The front rover mechanism is works on the Lambda Mechanism Chebyshev’s mechanism which is defined 

by three independent parameters a, b and d. When the front wheel of the tri-wheel contacts a stair, it stops rotating due to friction, 

which causes the entire assembly to rotate about the fixed wheel, pulling the robot onto the stair above. A mechanical tri-wheel 

assembly retention mechanism, comprising is having an outer cam surface, said cam surface having a plurality of detents, each 

detent comprising an inwardly-extending recess, roller configured to ride along said outer cam surface and a spring biasing said 

cam roller into engagement with said cam surface. The rear rover mechanism does not work on a particular mechanism because 

the fork is fixed rigidly. The fork is fixed in the platform with the help of supporting block which is welded in the platform. Finally, 

the last wheel can easily get on the step making the whole structure climbing the stair. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The design described in this report fulfilled all of the design requirements set out in the end. Here we obtained good result in this 

new mechanism comparing the previous designs. The group is confident that the project was successful as a proof of concept and 

could be scaled up for larger applications. The designing of the robot is simple so the cost of manufacturing is less when comparing 

to the previous model. The chain system has been removed and gear system has been introduced. Due to presence of front and rear 

wheel the climbing mechanism works better that previous structure even though there are certain limitations over stair step size. 

The maximum height of each step is 35mm and maximum ramp angle is 45 degree. The vehicle can move both in forward and 

reverse movement which was simple done by the use of DC motor. Future work on the project would involve installing more 

powerful motors and batteries for increase the load carrying capacity, remote control to avoid wires problem, use of knuckle joints 

for turning movement, use of composite material to reduce the weight of the robot. Besides furthermore upgrading parts for stronger 

or thicker material depending on the expected strength and application might give better results 
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